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Editorial 
It's a battle that has been brewing for a long, long time. 
Ever since the college announced it was taking a look at 
DC's "visual identity." 
Now, I don't suppose anyone is completely taken with the 
'4d' design of the current logo, and it certainly won't win 
any design awards, but a lot of people are wondering why 
the need for change. Especially an expensive change. "If 
they were so gol-danged fired up for a new logo," some say 
"couldn't they just have announced a contest? Get some 
student to design a new logo in exchange for a year's 
tuition?" But no, they had to go and do all that small group 
testing and product viability surveys and whatever other 
meaningless marketing BS that people go through to justify 
their actions, and spend gobs of money in the process. 
Some people are so outraged by the new logo that they've 
mounted a full scale protest. Their protestations are so 
strenuous and vocal that the dispute is now being moderated 
by a harassment committee. 
A harassment committee? You've got to be kidding! But 
no, sadly, it's true, if not a little ridiculous. All this over 
something that is, in the end, pretty secondary to things like, 
oh, say, the quality of education. 
And the logo itself? Well, the OP wouldn't go as far as to 
invoke nazism-as some arguments do-but we will admit 
that there is a certain martial quality to it. Or, to put it 
another way, don't expect DC to become a haven for 
fascists, QUt the school may just be confused for a·dojo. 
Image i.s, unfortJnately, important. The way the school 
presents itself to the community is the way that many people 
view Douglas. Image isn't, though, as important as some 
members of the Visual Identification Review Committee 
might think; but it is certainly more important than the 
detractors make it out to be. However, the choice between 
the old logo and the new seems like little more than a choice 
between two evils. Maybe some third option will present 
itself as a happy alternative. Probably not. Expect this 
debate to go on a long, long time to come. 
Still, you never know. And perhaps once this fracas is 
ironed out the DCSS will decide to change its logo too. 
Now there is something that would make everyone happy. 
8YK.l.O/Jt!> 
Nevvs 
DC board approves cOntroversial 
new logo despite campus uproar 
The battle is over and the other guys won. 
Despite overwhelming support from students and faculty to keep the current Douglas 
College logo as the symbol of this college, the college board has agreed with the 
recommendation of the Visual IdentificationReview Committee, and is now 
implementing the new college logo at all three DC campuses. 
- .. 
by Paul Andrew 
Even though the decision is now final, and 
in the words of Bob Buzza, college board 
chair, "the decision is going ahead and won' t 
be revisited by the board," the battle to save 
the old logo created some bitter feelings 
between two departments on campus that are 
normally not at odds with one another. 
Denigrating language, defamation of 
character, personal harassment and 
"confrontational attitudes" might not be 
situations normally associated with the 
internal operation of a community college, but 
according to Brad Barber, 41, of the 
communications office at Douglas College, he 
felt he was the victim of a personal attack by 
at least one member of the regular staff on 
campus in New Westminster. "We were given 
the impression that the old logo made us look 
out-dated and out of touch," Barber said. "In 
my mind, there is no controversy. Testing 
showed that the old logo was working against 
us, and might be discouraging students to 
apply at Douglas." 
However, Tom Childs, of the learning 
resources centre at Douglas, adamantly 
disagrees with Barber and the VIRC, which 
was formed over a year ago and recently 
unveiled a new logo they say is "at once bold 
and recognizable yet versatile and timeless." 
But a couple weeks prior to the July 18 college 
board meeting, Childs, 50, circulated a 
college-wide memo that said, among other 
things, the new logo is a "warrior-like emblem 
for some neo-Nazi paramilitary group." As a 
result, Barber issued a cease and desist order 
against Childs and alerted the personal 
harassment officer at Douglas of Childs' 
activities. 
"If formal harassment charges are brought 
against me, I will counter with a personal 
harassment charge against the use of taxpayer 
money," Childs said at the time. "I've been 
ordered to cease and desist my activities, but 
unless there's a ban on public opinion, I'm 
going to continue what I'm doing." 
The new logo, which is a sharp contrast to 
the current DC logo, has many people shaking 
their heads in bewilderment because of the 
$14,500 price tag, and the fact that it took 
almost two years for the VIRC to conduct their 
research, and an off-campus graphic arts 
company at least three months to come up with 
a design that college insiders say is simplistic 
in nature and fails to symbolize the dynamics 
of Douglas College, 
"Most people have alluded to it being like a 
Klingon logo," Childs said, referring to the 
fictional characters from the Star Trek TV 
series. "The triangle was used by people who 
were being persecuted ... what got me angry 
is Brad Barber said we may be discouraging 
students from the college because of the 
(current) logo. We base our identification on 
the level of learning that's available here -
students don't come here because of our sign," 
explained Childs. 
On the other hand, Henry Vilamek of Praxis 
Design, which is the firm responsible for the 
creation of the new logo, disagrees with 
Childs. "There's clean graphics and cluttered 
graphics," Vilamek explained. "And 
something that has to be applicable to many 
different applications, like T-shirts, hats and 
stationary." Praxis was mentioned in Childs 
college memo when he asks; "Have any 
principal artists at Praxis any art education past 
grade eight geometry?" Vilamek, who 
ironically is a 1974 graduate of the graphic 
design course once offered at Douglas, 
dismisses Childs' question. "To comment on 
something like that would be lowering myself 
to his level," Vilamek said. 
Childs is not alone in his criticism of the 
new logo. Student Society President Katrina 
Lennax, and college board members who were 
present at the unveiling of the new college 
symbol on June 18 are also expressing 
disapproval of how the VIRC reached their 
decision. In a memo addressed to the other 
board members at Douglas, Shirley McKinley, 
Tom Childs gathers signatures on campus early in July for a petiton to 
halt the implementation of the new logo. 
Paul Andrew Photo 
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general nursing instructor, states: "I was one 
of those who voted in favour of accepting 
the work of the (VIRC) committee. In 
retrospect, I believe that my decision was a 
poor one- perhaps even a wrong one." 
Lennax said she was neither asked to join 
the VIRC, nor was she asked her opinion of 
the new design. "We didn't get a say on 
whether we liked the logo or not," Lennax 
fumed. "The first time the logo was presented 
to me was June 18 at a special management 
meeting . I was not asked to join any 
committee." Lennax pointed out that it was 
her predecessor, Troy Townsend, who was 
asked to participate 
in the creation of 
In the meantime, Childs had begun 
soliciting signatures for a petition that was 
presented to the college board at the July 18 
meeting . He says despite the fact there were 
over 400 signatures asking for a halt to the 
implementation of the new logo, the board has 
no plans to stop the incorporation of the 
triangular college symbol. 
"I wasn't allowed into the meeting," Childs 
said . "But it's my understanding that my 
petition and the opposition of the new design 
was discussed at great length." 
College Board Chair Bob Buzza said he 
appreciated the emotion of the staff and 
students at the 
college regarding 
the new college 
symbol, and that the 
current student 
society was not 
consulted. 
... the new logo is a "warrior-like 
emblem for some neo-Nazi 
paramilitary group." 
their persistence to 
keeping the old 
design, but he said 
the decision is 
final. 
"I don't think 
Troy even 
responded," 
Tom Childs "The decision 
was made in the 
best interest of the 
Lennax explained. "Because if we were 
asked, we would have been there." 
But Barber said most people who were 
asked are voicing their concerns now that the 
design is finished, rather than when the logo 
was in the planning stages. 
"We invited the chair from each department 
to delegate someone, and three separate 
meetings were called. Focus group testing 
was done in and outside the college, and the 
message we got was that the old logo wasn't 
serving the college properly," Barber said. 
"The important thing is we had a perfect time 
to update our logo with the opening of the 
David Lam campus (in Coquitlam), where 
there is significant signage going in. We'll 
be saving $15,000 by changing the logo now 
rather than three years down the road." 
college, "Buzza explained. "I did see what can 
be done with the new logo, and I like it. Some 
of the uses are quite innovative." 
Terry Leonard, director of facilities for 
Douglas, says they won't have to spend any 
more money than is normally budgeted for 
maintenance of signage on campus. Leonard 
says there is $4,000 in the annual budget for 
the upkeep of signs on campus, and it will be 
spring of 1997 before all the signs are changed. 
The most notable changes, Leonard says, will 
be the large logo on the floor of the concourse, 
and the two-way sign located at the comer of 
Royal Avenue and 8th Street. 
"Whether it's the old logo or the new logo, 
signage has to be maintained," said Leonard. 
"There won't be any added projected cost to 
implement the new logo." 
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Opinions 
Don't Legalize Marijuana 
D.G. Black defends the last unmechanized industry 
Why would the people of British 
Columbia want to halt an 
estimated $800 million-a-year 
marijuana industry? With all the 
media time given to the wisdom 
weed these days and its defenders 
actually screaming for its 
legalization, I think it's time we 
gave it a critical eye. 
Marijuana is BC 's largest cash 
crop and an ample employer of 
thousands of possibly 
unemployable renegade 
entrepreneurs who look at a few 
years of jail-time as the risk and 
cost of doing business. We're 
talkin ' about the psycho-active 
variety here friends ; not industrial 
hemp that dreadlocked muffins 
from Hornby Island purchase 
while visiting Mark Emery's 
Hemp BC store in downtown 
Vancouver. Those folks just have a 
PR problem; being seen on TV 
wearing suits and carrying . 
briefcases could change some 
minds about hemp. 
While hemp is a worthwhile and 
sane alternative to eco-strip miners 
such as MacBlo, it 's not going to 
become any kind of competition 
with no real capital behind it or the 
legal right to grow industrial 
amounts; unlike the pulp and paper 
and cotton industries with the anti-
competition streak of thcfse well 
established players. 
As for the Great-Entry-Level 
Drug, that's a different matter. The 
P.Ot produced in BC is respected 
clear down to California where 
that state is our finest and most 0 
valued customer base. California 
pot growers have become so 
harassed by the mighty DEA 
(Drug Enforcement Agency) who 
continuously hover in their sleek 
choppers throughout the 
countryside, that Californians' 
opportunity to grow firepower 
smoke like their Cascadian cousins 
is sadly reduced. Their Joss is our 
gain. 
BC pot growers have access to 
thousands of kilometres of 
uninhabited Crown land to harvest 
more garbage bags full of soiled 
Ninja Turtles into the back of a 
garbage truck. What do you think 
keeps BC natives in Camaro 
change on the scattered reserves 
around the province? Beads and 
jade cufflinks? Or local yokels in 
snowmobile parts? Well hidden 
plots on our Majesty's dung-
heaped public lands, that 's what. 
Other than the field grown 
variety, the single malt of 
BC Pot is that pampered and 
sun bed-subsidized-THC-hang-
over-shit categorized as BC 
HYDROPONIC. The growers of 
hydro-money tend to prefer the 
urban haunts of the rented house 
and the plentiful absentee 
landlords who are eager to rent to 
folks with a full year 's rent in 
cash. 
Do the proponents of pot-
legalization want to sideline these 
entrepreneurs out of a commodity 
that puts big bucks back into the 
BC economy? Let's hope not. If 
the weed was legal, it would just 
be another drug, like tobacco and 
alcohol that our government 
revenue-collectors could tax, 
peddle at the same time, then 
spend money on awareness 
campaigns to discourage youth 
from partaking. · 
Jean Chretien the dealer: a 
weighed gram everyone. I 
don't think so. 
Breeding Plastic. 
Hiding in your wallet. ... 
by Trent 
I lost my wallet yesterday. 
Don't be sad, I am using the 
word "lost" in the metaphorical 
sense, as in put it aside because I 
have no more use for it. 
Don 't congratulate me on my 
austerity, because I took 
everything I was carrying in there 
into something bigger. I have 
outgrown the need for a wallet. 
Rather, my need for ID has 
outgrown the wallet itself. 
In Eraser, Arnold 
Schwartzenager tells Venessa 
Williams as he burns 
her ID that. .. "Thees 
ess naught who you 
aw. Who you aw ees 
inside." Great advice, 
Chief, but try telling 
that to the next cop 
who pulls you over 
and asks for your 
driver's license. "No 
officer, I do not have a 
driver's license, but I am a good 
driver because of who I am 
inside." With a line like that you 
are likely to end up on the inside 
of a jail cell. 
I don't want to be defined by my 
possessions and I certainly don't 
want to be defined by my plastic, 
but it seems I need more and more 
to get by in this world. 
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Okay, so maybe the six library 
cards I own are not necessary (I 
only make it into the Saskatoon 
Public Library once or twice a 
decade these days), but these say 
as much or more about me than 
my SIN card. 
And as much as I appreciate 
Canada's Health Care system, my 
care card is just another bit of 
plastic that I have to carry around 
everywhere I go ... just in case. 
Let's not forget the ubiquitous 
bank card, either. Fortunately, with 
''No officer, I do not have a 
driver's license, but I am a . 
good driver because of who I 
am inside." 
the prevalence of Interac, I really 
don't have much need for cash. 
That'll cut down on the bulk at 
least. 
Oh, and speaking of cash (he 
says, heading off on a bit of a 
tangent), these new two dollar 
coins are certainly the space 
grabbers. And, popular too. It 's 
easy to amass ten, twenty even 
thirty dollars in change. Personally 
I wish Canada would go to a coin 
standard. Bring back the coin 
purses. The clink of coins is more 
satisfying than the crinkle of paper. 
And cutpurse is a much cooler 
sounding occupation 
than pickpocket. 
Back on topic: I 
like renting movies, 
but why does every 
single video store 
have to have its own 
card. Couldn't they 
piggyback on some 
other ID? Driver's 
license for example. 
But no. Want to rent at 
Blockbusters? Here's a card. 24 
Hour? Have some plastic. 
Videomatica? There you go, sir. 
And plastic has strange 
reproductive powers. Show 
someone two pieces ofiD, and 
you will more likely than not wind 
up with a third. It's a vicious cycle. 
Then there are my two (count 
The government would attack a 
terrible mark-up on the stuff since 
Canadian pot smokers would have 
to fund porcine patronage 
appointments to the Senate, job 
creation programs for the lumpen, 
and possible even pay Mulroney 
$50 Million if his libel suit is 
successful, everytime they made a 
purchase. 
No, Jet's keep BC working with 
some pot-jobs. As the forestry 
sector continues to dump humans 
for mechanization, it's the ultimate 
BC21 approach. The kind of jobs 
that could also have an excellent 
benefits package: a kilo-brick on 
every worker's coffee tables 
to get mellow while 
catching the 
Canucks in 
action. 
'em) 
phone 
cards; one 
from home and one from work, 
both of which were unnecessary 
until after I took them out of my 
wallet. Add to that a pass to 
Bonser, a sub-club card, assorted 
pictures of friends and family 
(aww), a bus pass, business cards 
of people I don't really know but 
just might need to call...some day, 
and the unusual assortment of bits 
of paper, old unpaid bills, banking 
receipts and phone numbers, and 
you've got a wallet suffering some 
serious stress fatigue. 
So I retired my wallet and 
moved everything into one of 
those big fanny packs which even 
has room for all my pens, pencils, 
erasers, my watch, (I hate wearing 
watches), a Swiss Army Knife, 
many flashlights, a pack of 
matches, and as much coin as I 
could possibly want to carry. 
The scary thing is it's starting to 
The money is good. The benefits 
are mind-numbing. And this kind 
of cash-economy does what a 
bureaucracy can't do: pumps 
money straight back into the 
economy without three levels of 
government to interfere. And if the 
growers and distributors get 
caught, you only pay for their 2-5 
years of comfortable cable time at 
Mountain prison. Then others will 
take their place in moving more 
product and the subsequent 
continued economic spin-offs. A 
small price for keeping BC's 
economy tromping along its 
rightful place: first place. 
So, s~pport 
entrepreneuralship in 
BC; get stoned and 
get smart. Don't 
legalize it; 
support it. Just 
say no to 
legalization. 
feel a 
bit small. Maybe ifl 
moved everything into a 
back pack ... nab .... The 
way I see it, if I don't 
stop now, it will never 
end. Society these days is 
fragmenting and each 
element in my wallet represents 
another piece of society I am 
involved in. By carrying these bits 
of plastic and paper around, I am 
participating in the deconstruction 
of society. And as much as I want 
to be a conscientious objector to 
this process, to remove myself 
from the process is to remove 
myself from society. The world 
has little room for outcasts; you'll 
find most of them wandering 
around Hastings Street. 
The trick then is realize what's 
happening and to keep it from 
taking over your life. Do I use my 
credit card, or does it use me? 
(Actually, of all the bits of plastic I 
carry around, a credit card is not 
among them. How odd, eh?) I 
carry around what I need to 
participate in society, but no more. 
And who I am is not what I carry 
around in my fanny 
pack ... honestly. 
Nevvs 
Looking north toward Burnaby Mountain, this corridor is the ideal mix of modern civization and the effort to preserve our environment. Photo courtesy of Marty Sulek. 
Our environment is about to receive a huge 
kick in the 'ass, thanks to the efforts of DC. 
by Earle Gale 
It's easy to feel smug about 
Vancouver. 
Ours is a city used to figuring high 
on world-wide indices of liveable 
cities. With Stanley Park, measuring 
in as one ofNorthAmerica's largest 
urban parks, like a massive emerald 
in our crown, many of us feel we 
have more than our fair share of 
green space. 
But that's the sort of complacency 
the people at Douglas College's 
Institute of Urban Ecology are trying 
to counter. 
Instead, they point to an estimated 
doubling ofVancouver's population 
during the next 25 years and say the 
city's ecology, its natural 
environment, can't take it. 
"It's the source of the problem," 
said Marty Sulek, development 
officer with the Institute. "We're 
going to have to find a way to 
accommodate that growth." 
Schaefer, a biology, ecology, and and birds are stranded in city parks, house to the sidewalk." 
environmental perspectives surroundedbycitydevelopmentand The Institute of Urban Ecology, 
instructor, has been at Douglas for _ unable to fmd possible mates or prey established at Douglas in the mid-
15 years. He is spearheading their that are stranded elsewhere. The eighties, started out as a place where 
dream of preserving and enhancing institute says, if they can establish faculty and students could meet and 
our natural environment, and has green corridors that link these share environmental experiences 
helped launch a project called Green isolated communities, it will help and concerns and co-ordinate their 
Links, which sets out to improve the promote biodiversity (a wide variety volunteer work. Although it began 
environmentforourbirds,plantsand of life) within our city. They fear principally as a forum for 
animals. Schaefer will deliver a some species will perish without environmentalists to share ideas, it 
lecture at the Amelia Douglas biodiversity and when a link is evolved from a monitoring body into 
Gallery during a Green Links open removed from the chain of species a group at· the vanguard of actively 
house on August 9 to explain their within the city, the whole ecology improving Greater Vancouver's 
fears and solutions. could come tumbling down. They environment. 
Green Links will join the many also claim that urban green spaces The Institute has already begun 
isolated islands of greenery such as and the nature they foster are a vital work on its first Green Links project, 
parks and school playing fields that component of our own sustainable a corridor through Coquitlam and 
dot the city. Through a series of lifestyles. Port Moody. The corridor will link 
green corridors, the Institute hopes The Institute of Urban Ecology Colony Farm on the Fraser River to 
these green spaces can be linked, has put together a display, with the the Port Moody Ecological Reserve, 
helping stranded flora and fauna to help of the GVRD, which is showing by way of the Riverview Lands, 
cross the city and integrate with each until August 31 at the Amelia Mundy Creek, Mundy Park, Chine 
other. Gallery on the fourth floor of the Heights ravines, Burrard Inlet and 
college. The display is Scott Creek. BC Gas is sponsoring 
He goes further, saying 
the ecology today is in such 
bad shape that now is the 
time to act. 
The Institute of Urban 
Ecology is calling for 
Greater Vancouver to be 
"They love us," Sulek said. "They 
support the work we are doing; they 
want to see this sort of work go ahead." 
a showcase of the the project that will feature, as its 
Institute's vision for main artery, a landscaped~BC Gas 
our city. It depicts a city line. 
of interconnected green The Institute also plans to start 
spaces where birds, work on similar corridors between 
home to both people and nature. 
They say nature should be part of 
all our lives. 
Already, the Vancouver area has 
lost 70 percent of its wetlands. The 
Institute says it's time to reverse the 
trend and start to make this a liveable 
city for flora and fauna as well as 
people. 
"We want to try to establish this 
as a public issue," Sulek said. "With 
increasing population density you 
have decreasing biodiversity, it's an 
inverse relationship." 
The Institute is staffed almost 
entirely by faculty and students at 
Douglas. Its acting director, Val 
The green corridors will utilize 
power and gas lines, railway tracks, 
skytrain routes, urban ravines, 
wetlands and streams, and anything 
suitable transversing the city. To 
bring this about, the Institute is 
working with industry, 
environmental groups and residents. 
Sulek said they are also being well 
supported by the Parks Board. 
"They love us," he said. "They 
support the work we are doing; they 
want to see this sort of work go 
ahead." 
The Institute of Urban Ecology 
says such connections are important 
because, right now, many animals 
animals and plants are Burnaby Mountain and the Fraser 
able to move freel)' River Park, and in Delta, between 
from one park, playing field or Burns Bog and the Tynehead 
garden to another through the Regional Park. 
network of landscaped corridors. The Institute says their volunteers 
The Institute is also calling for are making the corridors that already 
house dwellers to make their exist more environmentally friendly 
backyards more appealing to by replacing manicured grass or 
wildlife, so that some species, non-native species with native plants 
particularly birds, can venture out of and trees. They are also improving 
the parks· and into the surrounding streams by working to clean the 
community. water and strengthen stream banks, 
"We're offering workshops on as well as removing garbage. At the 
how to create your own backyard same time they are building paths 
habitat," Sulek said. "A clipped lawn and bridges, so humans will be able 
is an ecological disaster zone really. to share the corridors as walkways 
We're trying to get people away or cycle routes. 
from the idea that the perfect yard is Once the green links are in place, 
half inch grass running from the the lnstitbte will oversee the long-
I Parks and Open Space 
n BCGasRigbtofWay 
;____; 
Port Coquitlam 
This map displays how connections 
are made and Green Links are created. 
term stewardship of them and will 
undertake to educate people about 
local wildlife, habitats, and urban 
ecologies. 
If you want to fmd out more about 
the Institute of Urban Ecology, you 
can visit their display in the Amelia 
Gallery, or their website at http// 
www.douglas.bc.ca/iue/titlel.html, 
or you can e-mail Val Schaeffer, the 
Institute's acting director, at 
val_ schaefer@douglas. bc.ca. 
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Addiction 
Desperate, 
Dead-brained. 
Talking in my sleep again. 
Eyes twitch, 
REM phase. 
There's a sentimental something. 
Your thoughts, 
They burn and burn. 
Creative 
I was that cinder falling slowly through your dreams ~ 
Skinny Puppy (as interpreted by D. Clisby) 
The Threat of Being Better People 
It's a Frida:f ni·ght. 
I'm off work. 
The week was a bastard. 
It's late. 
Moneymart is open 24 ho urs. 
A black bird is perched o n Democracy's torch. 
You can't help but shiver 
when a poppi nhead 
or a harbinger 
hangs hi shabby, ~-
greasy coat 
in your hallway 
and takes up residence, 
looking down at you 
\.vith those beady black ey~s of his. 
Maybe 1 was the only one to see it 
as we all skip-danced 
past 
the booze cans . .$ 
and the dance halls ~ 
and the raving 
and the ecstasy searched for, 
all on our merry way to nowhere, 
enjoying the fire works, 
tractor pulls, 
the nights of culture 
brought to us by beer, 
c igarettes 
and car companies. 
Like that saying goes, /. 
ugly gets better ~ , 
the more I drink. 
\\'orry about tomorrow's hangover 
when I get there. 
Have another drink 
for family violence, 
for lung cancer, 
for rioting in the name of hockey, 
for dead friends and family 
in the seat next to me 
or for strangers in the other car. 
top to piss on 
poppies and tulips 
and memories of dead soldiefs ·' 
and sadness a nd yesterday -
Everyone knows 
a pint of draft 
is always cheap 
at the legion. ~. ~ , 
And the war goeii oq. :. 
:~{ ~"' . 
111 
;I 
1.1 11 11 
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tt ~n't ~nt tho bcowoci" 
selling me on a lifestyle, 
11 
like that's the end of it for us. 
I want to see those 
moronically hip 
mack-jacketed 
lover boys 
-who bounce through scenes 
of endless rock and roll 
and gyration -
to be rinsing 
the puke 
from their paisley shirts 
in front of a million households, 
just like real people do. 
I don't want my morality 
spoon-fed to me 
in the pabulum wash 
of advertising, 
as if buying clothes 
or drinking Coke 
will make me a better person. 
I don't want any of the gadgets and gimmicks 
designed 
to reduce every ugly part of us, 
beautiful people 
singing their praises. 
They make us forget 
how a walk in our own neighborhoods 
every evenmg 
after rush hour dies away 
and just before the city 
sits down to dinner, 
children still playing in the pal'ks , 
the sun magnificent and wari.Tl 
in its curtain call 
- ~ould do us j .. 
• ~,wouldprooa1o. J ·(V,iP-ll~t! 
by S.R. Duncan 
11 
fl: :·~:o1:>. 
J.Jrban N1f5ht.mare / .. 
Cravine, wild. ~ 
fal moons in wide open eyes. 
I run 
from U1e planned wilderness 
lhal boxes 
me in. 
I sland oulside 
my earlh rooled cover 
seekine, a way l o e,el in 
bul !only 
l eased 
by lhe moonlie,hl 
I see reflecled 
off lhick dewy sptder webs 
laced belween lhe lrees. 
Despcrale ;If 
I lhrow my body 
inlo lhe lhtekesl darkesl 
clump of lrees 
lo 111sulale me 
from lhe pulse 
of lhe ane,ry ctly 
bul I am repelled. 
each lime I hurl forward 
I feel lhe slicky webs 
slrel ched oul across my skin 
pushine, me hack. 
I sland blocked, ~ 
brealhless. 
while sounds 
of watline, strens, 
horns 
pollule my lhoue,hls. 
By Nild K 
A&E 
Bard on the Beach ... 
Racism in the poetry? 
The Merchant of Venice 
still stirs up controversy 
Did Sbakespeareinfe~d to be so 
blatantly racist? Oris itmer~!Y the 
r~otion of a tnqli;~jp. d.a.y .,' 
X aqdience? Bard on the B®.Pb~ the 
annual Shakespeareanfes~yal at 
V"anier Park.. to()ktm Tbe,hler~hant 
ofVenice with full knowledge of 
it's history. This is one play that 
bas been shot down. at times 
banned for it's anti-Setnitist 
remarks and acti~ns contained 
within the comedy, 
The basic plot, part l; An~niof a 
merchant of Venice; asks ~))ylockr 
a Jew, for a loa:wofthJ;ee tho\}$and 
ducats. The bond is agre,ed upon as 
interest free, but if the business 
fails, the forfeit is a pound of tlesh. 
The basic plot, part 2: Portia, a 
rich, unmarried heiress, has 
svitors swanning around her 
attempting to win her heart. Daddy 
Dearest established the way in 
which her hUsband is ebos~~ 
three small caskets of gol~ ~ilver~ 
and lead each have an.inscnbed 
riddle. One of thent contains ber 
picture. If a suitor plays the game 
correctly, she must marry him, as 
father says. 
One of the most wuugu,~: 
. . ::=it\: 
more in love wit · · oma•s money 
than the he:ire$$.,h¢~t{;iBassanio 
has a love for his friend, Antonio 
(David Mart), who is. debt to the 
greedy Jew~ Sh)'1ock(Executive 
Producer and Artistic Director 
Christopher Gaze). Shylock's 
belQVed daughter~.Jt$sioa 
(Jennifer Lin~s) ~etfays her father 
by tunningofi'Yi!~d 
tnanYinhLqrei},ik aan ······ 
Robinson), a ChriStian, 
Meanwhlle, Antonio bas a debt 
to Shylock, and when J~ssica 
runs off with Lorenzo, he cracks 
and demands the debt be repaid 
now, the debt of a pound of"fair 
flesh." In Belmont, .Portia and 
her maids produce sentiments of 
racism (innoctmt for the time) 
about the heiresses fortune-
thirsty suitors. qratiano (Kurt 
Max Runte) is a good metld to 
Bassanio, butts not well liked 
by the gay couple, .Solanio 
(Dean Paul Gibson) and Salerlo 
(Allan Zinyk), or by much of 
the audience for that 
"But the 
worst, most 
insidious 
effect of 
censorship is 
that, in the 
end, it can 
deaden the 
imagination 
of the 
people, 
where there 
is no debate. 
It is hard to 
goon 
remembering, 
every day, 
that there is 
a suppressed 
side to every 
argument. It 
becomes 
almost 
impossible 
to conceive 
ofwhatthe 
suppressed 
things might . 
be. It . 
becomes 
easy to think 
that what has 
been 
suppressed 
was 
valueless, 
~yway, or 
so dangerous 
that it needed 
to be 
suppressed. 
And then the 
victory of the 
censor is 
total." 
no ... this play ·· ~·~J .... ~---­
the Christians 
At the fJISt tall:f;)tf$ilc 
rachel young 
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rachel is ready to go ... 
grabbing the tix 
·={~::. 
So is Kim 
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An Evening 
:·:·: 
;-_.-
After work, f rusl>eb over to Rocbel1~ tk · ... ·•·.. ••.,··.· .. ·r....,,nu 
"An evening Witb "the Cure11 • RO.tbel put 
mu~k anb we began too "getting reobv'' ... ,.,... ... ~," 
layerel> ma~~es ohblacR clotl>es onb •nl"' ... W.il·t.,.•uol\ 
up our bair witb beops .pf bllir$p 
few pbotos of eacb otbe.r before beo .. 
just IOC~el) tbe boor ~eh we >Ten·1· l' !ffiO 
we're ~till in tbe apartmeht, bow typical. 
tbe ticRef~t fockel> tbe boor 11n1> we 
After bitting a few reb ligbts on out . . .. 
we come to reli1i~ fbllt we l>on't go out .• · tluring t~ 
boy togetbet, J$ .people were sfotinQ, (ani> going oufof 
tbeir woy to oo so), tbey woulb"Speel> up .. or:$1ow' l)own 
ju~t to p~er ln tbe Win~ows. Some even bqr> tbe. !)erve 
to point, so we. pointetl bac~. m vou1re g~ng fb- . ~#ek 
vour firl9er. tn tl>e .. toge you sboulbn't be .... ~utgti$e~ w~n 
yo~o~~t::~:n~~; ~·:jhel) ln a par~ob; -~~ ~~~ ' ~WPvt 
ftom beaven, put ~I>~ camera in tbe tru~~ ~itb gttln~\~e 
plans tor after "ibe· gig, onl> wal~eb tbe ' bounc.y poc~si 
bown to tbe Queen e. ' 
I was parcbel), ani> once in fbe ooors, tbe ooly l)rln()able 
water coull> be purcbaseb at fbe bar. Wl>en you hove no 
money jumping from your wallet, vou rely on "olb fasbloneb~ 
means, i.e. tlrinking fountains. l:be search bob .begun 
anb enbel> within minutes as I founb one , in the 
wosbtoom ... mmmm tastv. We founl> out eeC1l13Jine: row 
14, two enl) seats. I bob Iappe() up enougf>'WqJer from 
tbe fountain,tbat after 20 minutes I h~~ t~}~(~fhto tbe 
Wasbroom, tbh; time to give ih badv [ pp~te;Up!afeb 
whether to go or to wait...it was s;20 ~~~ it:~~ Cute 
woull> go on of any time as tbey bob n~:i6plmh)g ad. 
QueeA .Eii 
:;:::: 
C.h.,.ui.i'\tl!rtii really goob, 05 onv 
Peroonallv, 9~!s 1Wisb' COJlCert woe 
I was very fri )pt, very centre, anb verv ,~--~-.. :!). if:i.J~ti~~~$:ID'I 
a few times ·I wa.s reabV to" .,,""''' -'' '"'' · ... 
pas~ out with. <ill the bof 
bobies pusl;ling, me again~t 
tbe stage1 tpis .. was botb 
painful anb Hinfomfortable, 
but I wa!;> witb my hubby 
Je33 . anb i wbulbn't have 
let bim pa~~ ~~tt eitber .. , 
Unfortunotetv)hi~ time, one 
young guy bib give in to 
fbat faint feeling you get up 
.tb~re, breathing in tbe bot, 
bumib air, as be seemeb to 
go in anb of consciousness 
a~ bi~ frienbs?onb a bouncer 
proppeb ......... up anb 
monageb ·~ / . ·.. out 
Racbel obviouslv saw no. logkjn waiting, 
(we bob bearb that the banb woW> be · , 
on for about 3 bours), because ber shooing t 
J>anbs toll> me to GO now ant~ 5URRV!! 
In the wasbroom I was ba1fw~y ~;.bone 
when applause starteb filtering tbrougb 
lbe air vents telling my boby to GO GO 
GO! ( t:ban~ gob for tbose speciht.Jittle 
....... } ~~;'!:~ t:~t t~!lo:a~~r~:~o ~~~~s!7~,~~t:~ .... ,...· .lb-th"'" •.t. 
~itt, onb slib bown tbe carpeteb ai~e in · 
tl»' bar~, (my sboes have absoluteiy no 
frattion ani> the grabe of tbe slope "~\\los • 
ju~t$teep enougb that slibing wa~ the ~nly 
saf¢ wav to go). l. 
-ifhe Entrance. 
iht"le atmosphere in the Queen ... .,7 ,,.. .. -,..,Tn 
TI}~otre Weighed With-a deafening nn1liPTV 
,y\p~t of the audience had been waiting 
. p~pxing blue moon for the four years 
" tHe last tour. 
Waiting. Waiting with extreme patience, cu.liivating 
antiCipation. 
, There was no opening act. This band doesn't need one. 
The lights went down, the crowd 
rose to their feet, and The Cure walked onto the stage M 
in the midst of the strange dark blue lighting. 
I reacbeb our ~eats just as Rachel claspeb mv 
bani> anb we ran bown towarbs the front avoibing 
security, wbo were cbec~ing tic~ets with tbose 
annoying little flasbligbts for seat numbers. We 
weaseleb into tbe fourth row of seats, beab 
centre. We bob only a few rows of people in 
front of us anb plentv of bancing room between 
us anb tbe row bebinb. 
The Band. 
Jason Cooper, the newest addition to the line-
up, took his place at drums. Perry Bamonte 
sauntered over to his guitar. Simon Gallup 
followed to his bass. Returning from 
Disirytegration is Roger O'Donnell, who 
positioned himself at keyboards. 
Enter Robert Smith. 
Every Cure fan knows who he is. In a New York 
interview he (emarked that he was amazed that 
deified-imagined as walking around 
his feet carrying a candle. At the 
ith ·rhe Cure 
eth Theatre 
Kim Jorge(ls:en and rachel young 
-any silence that tried unsuccessfully t<> lurk 
the stage smoke. 
Fasdnotion Street, Lullaby~ Round&. Round&. Round, From 
Edge /Of the Deep Green Sea)-three hours worth frorn 
4 albums of Cure bliss. 
l more than that on the surface, bvt after 
the night's performance of Prayers For 
Rain , mere interested parties were 
converted to fans, and admirers were 
promoted to being awe struck as he 
. , successfully held the last note for well over 
30 seconds. The concert version oftA \ j forest ended with Gallup going berserk 
with the bass and feedback. destroying 
the calming effect .the song originally 
worked to create. ~·: 
Unexpectedly, they performed Push from Heod in the 
. They began Kifling An Arob with grainy guitar riffs 
"We're going to sing another song just 
because I want to," Smitll announced, a 
sentence the entire audience wanted to 
hear repeated for at least the next five 
hours • 
Anxious groupies 
·~·· 
the conquering p~rcussiors. , }\? {, H"'~ruu)"'n Doys, Lo\ie Song; Just Like Heaven.HotfHBff .. it ' The Pe,rtormonce. ······•· .. ,., .•. 
t!, Charlotte Sometimes. 10:15 Saturday Nfghf, 'Three ;t While the majsxity dfthe audience was 
Boys-the impressive set continued. surprfsingl)i , loving Smith for his bashful, yettheatrical co 
....,,.,..,nl .... ,.. the currently released singles from the new album. i with a broken guitar string, a select few enjoyed \AFri··t •  r · ·,h,.,, 
Up until this point, I was 
baving a great lime; Racbel an~ 
I were ooing our own silly little 
actions, applau~ing an~ cheering 
after eocb song witb everyone 
else. One tbing I will never 1 
un,berstan~ is wbV people 
(especially girlsJ bave to saeam 
as loub as tbey can. Oo tbev 
honestly believe lbe banb can 
actually bear tbeir strains over 
anyone else's? Cbey must, 
otherwise tbey1~ reali3e bow 
much they piss off people lihe 
me who are right ne~t to tbem 
for hours. Ves1 lim referring 
O'Donnell and Bamonte play googlie eyes with 
other, probably exchanging some sort of telepathic joke. 
O'Donnell was seemingly more content while playing 
Disintegration songs ("Hey! This was the song of the first 
video I was in!" >grin<}, while Gallup toured half the stoge 
in his own concert-like mannerisms (''Oh, I' ll go over he(e 
for a while ... now over here ... ho'fi 'S this part Of<tbe 
stage? ... okaytime to spinqow ... " ) . Knowing tMtGpoper 
wasn't part of the band. for the last 20 year$. the r)~Y., ,, 
drummer did a fabul6usjob living up to, and exceed!Qg, 
the former drummers' precedence. ······ ········· 
Of course some of those bewUbereb- type fans bq!:) to 
jump onto tbe stage to toucb Robert for wbatever ibealistk 
reasons. Don't tbey clue in even after seeing tbot tbe , 
bonb is stonbing on tbe same surface as tbey, (not 
bovering or floating) 1 that they are buman? 15et:.l:r-0* 'i 
05! 
:~a~b~:~tic~~ar t:P~Y;j'~ip~'t'~~i ( ;;, The E:ncores; < . /•.•••····· ···· 
Racbel, she was on my otbei Completi(lg twa · 
sibeJ. 'Chis little tbing went all tumedon, The Core .·· 
contorteb-liRe, anb .acreameb lihe funky version of .· . 
a blooby Bansbee, Sbe was I The End. 
much smaller than 1, anb 1 wos ¥ Although each alt)UrnJs: dE~skmE:•d 
reaby, anb really wanteb to. giue ~ be their Jasf/ thfs Co•Qbc<f)j[¢iert1:Jit:J11Y 
her a hint by resting !lW eloow f A Uttte frustrated . lar1ac1eGibTO 
on ber beab anb puttiog mv 11~ <>nstoge •' \AI'~''J:o·<tn\lin.,., 
olber hanb over ber moufb, butt '" ..... ...,,,...,r,.,lr•hf v<>lln .... r'tr 
I figureb sbe'b bite · · 
bioo't. It was (at nre.tl\lfriabtfi11• 
funny as she abbeb to 
accumulate until about fbe} ·• 
10th time, then it was just bl~v 
bon't thinR she (or any of tbem} bas euer 
screameb into a mirror 1 or bearb herself witb ber outer ear. 
After I bealt with this annoyance, (by telling myselr &be, 
was trappeb in a bubble anb I shoulb be glob sbe can't get 
out because she'b be even louberJ 1 I manageb to enjoy ti)e 
show once more. 
The Most Movement. 
Abandoning the mike stand, Smith took a bit of a lour 
around the stage to his fellow band members during Let's 
Go to Bed. Near each of them he serenaded:"/ can'teven 
see now, so get out of the way," or, "Laughing at the 
Christmas lights," as they continued the song they recorded 
during the time the band was about to give up. 
When Robert grabbeb tbe mike anb went on bis little 
lounge-singer stroll, be bisappeareb for a while, stage 
rigbt, tben bis spiber beab poppeb up from behinb Jason -
bilarious! It was very animateb. tben be bisappeare~ 
again~ continuing to tbe otber sibe of tbe stage. 
The Climax. 
At O'Donnell, Smith interrupted the pop song and broke 
out into Barry Manilow's Strangers In the Night, the only 11it 
a cover song in the show. 
Numb, Trap, Strange Days, Pictures of You, 
lt<-''"~0,.."',~1'"'"' Friday I'm In Love -the night had to 
come to a close at one point or another. 
To som~._Smith~swhiny vocals may not sound like much 
:::~~: 
i ... some 
anb wciiteb. ,Anb waifi~b. Flnb waiteb ... Fliter 
about an hour we ~aib forget it, as rumour 
bob it thot Robert was so angry otter tbe 
show1 that be left rigbt away, not even 
meeting tbe people wifb bach stage passes. 
'Cbis was probably because of a clingwon. fan 
who woulbn't leave bis sibe wben be was 
trying to abbress tbe'" oubience. 5e was so 
frustmteb7 tbat be ~p\~ :s,grn.efJ?ing li~e '~ucR it' ~rs~p;;::::bl 0~u~ 1~~~~~~~~u!t;ber;: R:;b w~~ 
1:15 am. 40 minutes frolrt home anb we botb bab . 
to worR tbe ne)(f boy; , .. So we 
' pi;SJa an!) wenf to "l)t~~p. 
l 
.::. 
;; The last Word~ 
An excellent 
·; endi()g. Pity. 
Simon teaches bass guitar 
\. 
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This 400-plus page of Montreal instead of Bristol 
documentation of Canada's change- Aerospace of Winnipeg, which 
of-heart follows Canadian's sudden would have saved $65 million. 
TheCanadian 
Revolution: 
1985-1995 
From 
Deference to 
Defiance 
Peter C. Newman 
Penguin Books 
AfterJhe_release of this book, it's 
publisher, Toronto's Penguin Books, 
sadly decided to send out a 
disclaimer to Canada's bookstores. 
Peter C. Newman made some 
unflattering remarks in his book 
about heavyweights in the Canadian 
Establishment, such as Conrad 
Black. Fearing an unpleasant lunch 
with these Establishment characters 
at the Toronto Club, the publisher 
waffled with a lame disclaimer 
denying any connection with the 
truth , forcing already harried 
booksellers to tuck it inside every 
shelved Canadian Revolution 
volume. It worked out well for both 
author and publisher: this book 
became more popular as a result. 
Peter C. Newman, former editor-
in-chief of Maclean s and the 
Toronto Star, has written sixteen 
other books, principally volumes 
about figures that figure prominently 
in Canadian politics: Renegade in 
Power (covering the Diefenbaker 
years), and his four volume study of 
the Canadian Establishment. A few 
years ago, he left Hogtown and 
moved to the West Coast, settling in 
the spandex capital of Canada, 
Kitsilano. 
In The Canadian Revolution, 
Newman states Canada went 
through a transition during the years 
1985-1995 that transformed the 
entire fabric of this nation; as much 
as the founding years of 
Confederation bore the beginnings 
of a new nation. That we Canadians 
went from the mousy, tentative 
blandoids of North America to 
10 August 1996 The Other Press 
actually appeanng to take charge of 
our own destiny politically, socially, 
and economically. Newman 
speculates that those were ten years 
that made a difference and 
chronicles the shift from our 
indifference towards the Canadian 
power political structure to our re-
mapping of the political landscape. 
This shift was principally brought on 
with the 1993 federal election, 
which brought the emergence of the 
Reform party and the Bloc 
Quebecois as the new voices of 
opposition to central Canada's 
control, and spelled the demise of 
the hated Tories. 
Many revolutions are documented 
here: the changing of the old guard 
in Toronto's power elite; the Red 
Revolution of Canada's First 
Nations coming into their own; 
Quebec, Meech Lake, 
Charlottetown, Quebec; even 
Canadian's changing spirituality. In 
The Canadian Revolution, Newman 
adds on a new dimension in his West 
Coast retirement with a chapter 
chronicling the move away from the 
church to find God. He notes that 
overall, Canadians still believe in a 
higher being, but have chosen to 
seek it out through a singular search 
for spirituality rather than 
congregating with others in the 
houses of the Lord. Newman 
profiles 
European-
infatuation with fiscal restraint. This 
entailed the tearing apart of 
institutions propped up mostly by 
Liberal governments, 
specifically Trudeau's 
administration, with borrowed 
funds . Starting with Mulroney's 
slashing of cultural icons such 
as cross-country VIA rail service 
and massive cuts to the CBC, 
Newman laments the end of our 
satisfaction with Liberal 
policies. From the Tories to the 
present Grit administration, 
Canada turned from a tolerant 
society to a country so worried 
about the unpayable debt that 
we gave the green light to make 
social contract cuts of transfer 
payments to the provinces, 
resulting in shortfalls in 
medicare and moneys for social 
programs. The go-ahead was 
there to slash arts funding, 
women's shelters , and 
anything else, all in the name. 
of fiscal restraint. The worry 
now is that Canada will 
become much like our 
American neighbour, with a 
lack of cradle-to-grave 
protection for its citizens, 
another economic-Darwinism 
wild west. 
Newman speaks of western 
alienation, a subject dear to my 
heart, 
especially 
Canadians 
more than the 
new faces from 
o t h e r 
continents in 
this regard, 
a! though the 
religious 
arrivals from 
Canada went through 
a transition during the 
years 1985-1995 that 
transformed the entire 
Trudeau's ill-
advised 
National 
Energy Policy, 
where Alberta 
threatened to 
shut off the fuel fabric of this nation 
Asia and Africa, like the old stock, 
have seen their children swallowed 
up by popular culture rather than 
following their parents' traditions; 
the Nike swoosh and other brand 
consumerism are a stronger religion 
for the young than the abstractness 
of spirituality. Culturally Jewish, 
Newman seems to be caught up in 
the pervasive power of New Age 
more than the cold concrete Judeo-
Christianity of Toronto where he 
spent most of his life. 
valve to central 
Canada during 
a late 70s winter to protest the half-
price crude expected to help 
subsidize Ontario industry. By 
1985, according to Newman, this 
western alienation begot the embryo 
of the Reform Party, due in part to 
a political deal between Ottawa and 
Quebec-based Bombardier for a 
valued CF -18 maintenance contract. 
A contract worth $2 billion went to 
more expensive and less capable 
Canadair (a Bombardier subsidiary) 
Bang! Something went off in 
Western Canadian's heads, a kind of 
populist, conservative peasant's 
revolt. 
After Mulroney's 1988 re-
election, the west seriously 
considered voting away from its 
traditional three party choices. Free 
trade, the continued appeasement of 
Quebec, and a general displeasure 
with the Ottawa royalty were all 
gathering steam. By 1991, opinion 
polls showed Mulroney had become 
so unpopular that he shared the same 
percentage rate of popularity as the 
amount of people in Canada who 
believed Elvis Presley might be alive 
in a suburb of Memphis: 12 %. 
Pretty scary. 
By 1993, with 52 seats in 
Parliament, the Reform Party's 
folksy fascism reared-up with 
Preston Manning, the son of 
evangelical Social Credit premier 
Ernest Manning, who led Alberta for 
25 uninterrupted years like the 
minister of an obedient flock. 
Although Manning is descril)ed as 
looking "like a fugitive from the 
third trombone chair in Lawrence 
Welk's band," Miro Cernetig of the 
Globe and Mail, once remarked that 
"Any politician who can turn lack 
of charisma into his biggest asset is 
no amateur." Indeed, Newman 
forces 
points out 
that the West 
at last has 
some type of 
voice. 
So, who is 
to blame for 
the present 
state of 
Canada? Most 
Canadians 
would plant 
blame squarely 
on Brian 
Mulroney's 
jaw, given the 
chance. Why 
Mulroney 
hasn't been 
assassinated 
after the release 
of investigative 
journalist Stevie 
Cameron's book 
"On the Take" a 
few years back, 
is a mystery to 
most Canadians. 
But Newman 
also sees many 
other outside 
as contributing to 
our present economic quagmire, 
globalization, for example. 
Newman says being "Canadian 
isn 't a nationality; its a 
condition. Citizenship in Canada 
is an act of faith, a promise of 
potentials that will take 
generations to realize. Canada 
was built from the beginning on 
dreams as well as appetites. Too 
often - as a nation and as 
individuals - we have decried 
what we lack instead of 
celebrating what we have. 
Revolution or not, to most of the 
worlds troubled citizens, 
Canada still appears to be 
blessed with the mandate of 
heaven. "Amen. 
D G Black 
A&E 
9. A sheer lack of originality. 
top ten reasons not 
Chain Reaction not only feels like 
a shameless ripoff of The Fugitive, 
it has none of the character and none 
of the creativity that set that film 
apart, even though it has that film's 
director (Andrew Davis). Shame on 
him; he should know better. 
10. Morgan Freeman. He's a good 
but lately his choice of scripts 
had me pining for his days as 
Reader on The Electric 
.,u,,,.,.,. .. ,.y. A few of his flicks have 
8. Keanu Reeves. Normally that 
would constitute a "Nuffsaid", but 
ever since he lucked into the lead 
role of Speed, he's been touted as a 
viable action star. He isn't, though 
Chain Reaction keeps him running, 
dodging, fighting, hiding, and so 
forth that we almost never have to 
watch him "act". Almost. 
' • 
II 
7. Fred Ward. He seems to think 
that, by playing the FBI guy on 
Keanu's tail, he'll get an Oscar the 
way Tommy Lee Jones did for 
pursuing Harrison Ford in The 
Fugitive. But where Jones made his 
INTRODUCTION 
to the 
WRITING 
. PROFESSION 
(PFRU 100) 
Ever thought of becoming a professional 
writer? Why not put your natural writing 
and communications skills to work for 
you! 
PRFU 100-050 (Thursdays 7-10pm) is 
an introduction to the writing profession 
open to all Douglas College students. 
You'll learn what it takes to be a 
professional writer--how writers write, 
what happens in the workplace, and how 
publications are produced in a client-
based setting. 
PFRU 100 is transferable to UBC, UVIC, 
OLA, and Malaspina University College. 
For more information about this program 
call Hal Gray at 527-5292. 
Douglas College 
character interesting, Ward comes 
across as just plain dumb. 
6. The rest of the FBI. They start 
a nationwide manhunt and risk the 
lives of who knows how many 
people based on obviously bogus 
evidence - and then they thunk 
themselves on the heads and go, 
"Hey! This is all just too obvious!" 
Well, duh ... 
5. Then again, the bad guys at C-
Systems aren't all that clever 
themselves. They break into a house 
to shoot our hero, so I suppose they 
need the guns, but what's with the 
tacky membership cards? Keanu 
knocks 'em out, searches them, then 
declares: "These aren't policemen! 
Pol1cemen carry badges, wallets, 
pictures of their families!" Check the 
other pocket, Keanu, maybe you'll 
get lucky. 
4. Such earnest self-importance. 
As if the film weren ' t boring 
enough, the script (credited to no less 
than five writers!) loads it down 
under a maudlin message-movie 
miasma. The world is 
overpopulated! The people must 
have a cheap energy source! It must 
be made freely available! No one 
must own the rights to it! Yeah, right. 
If Hollywood spread its scripts as 
broadly and thinly as these scientists 
treat their findings ... why, every film 
would be as derivative and watered 
down as Chain Reaction. 
3. Keanu Reeves. His pompous, 
wooden theatrics deserve a second 
mention. 
2. More insipid use of the Internet 
and telecommunications. As if The 
Net, Mission : Impossible, and 
Independence Day weren't idiotic 
enough. Do screenwriters actually 
know how to use their modems? 
Before an assassin clamps a bag over 
his head, the idealistic Dr. Alistair 
Barkley (Nicholas Rudall) tries to 
send his top-secret formula out to the 
world over the 'net - like there isn't 
enough wasted bandwidth out there 
already. And when Keanu sends the 
bad guys' entire mainframe to the 
FBI's fax machine, nobody at bad-
guy HQ ever stops to think, "Hey! 
Shoul d we turn off the fax 
machine?" 
1. It's the dumbest, most boring 
action film in a summer rife with 
dumb, boring action films. If any 
summer needed a late-August 
rescue from the brain-dead fare, it's 
this one: from Broken Arrow to 
Twister to Mission :Impossible to 
The Rock to Eraser to Independence 
Day, every major action film has 
padded its few minutes of oohs and 
aahs with about two hours of 
terminal boredom, though the better 
ones (as these things gb) have given 
us charismatic stars to distract us 
from the fact that their parts, as 
written, are absolute shite. Chain 
Reaction hasn' t got the charisma, 
and it hasn't got much action. It's 
just a big flat dud. 
Peter T. Chattaway 
Way to 
Supercop 
Jackie's second 
major theatrical 
release kicks your 
ass and it tickles! 
Jackie Chan 's second fi lm 
introduced to North Ame~:ica 
appears to be a graduation from 
the enjoyable Rumble in the 
Bronx. 
Chan is a Hong Kong ' supercop ' 
who, with the co-operation of the 
Chinese mili tary police, must help 
a prisoner escape in order to 
follow him to his crime lord's 
hideout. 
Supercop enjoys a better 
production quality that I felt was 
lacking in Rumble. Better film 
stock and (entertaining?) voice 
overs made up for the badly done 
ones in Rumble. 
Chan seems to concentrate more 
on story in this film and better 
characters. As a result you get 
plenty of action but less laughs. 
Joining Chan and sharing his 
limelight is Joan Chen. Not only a 
martial artist extrordinaire, she 
also performs all her own stunts as 
well. In one sequence she learned 
to ride a motorcycle in order to 
launch herself onto a moving train. 
It great fun for all. Go and see it. 
Spend eight bucks! 
Darin Clisby 
It's Late Nite. You're hungry for the taste of Boston Pizza 
So come in and enjoy 
anything from our menu, late into the night. 
Boston Pizza Late Nite. 
The stuff dreams are made of. 
1045 Columbia, New Westminster 
Come And Get It All. · 
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greatest nits live 
ramones 
radioactive/mea 
Do you remember rock 
and roll radio? Let me 
refresh your memory: 
' Sheena is a Punk Rocker', 
'Beat on the Brat' , 
'Spidennan', 'Blitzrieg 
Bop', and (of course), 'I 
Wannabe Sedated' are the 
best tracks on Greatest Hits Live, a 
new refease under MCA Records . 
Johnny, Joey, Marky, andCJ 
crank out some of the best early 
punk tunes ever to reach the ears 
of the frequency monsters . 
The songs flow smoothly 
throughout the album, with minor 
buy product 
various artists 
geffenlmca 
Nether compilation of 
alternative music from some 
intriguing bands; 
from Sonic Youth 
interruptions by Marky yelling 
"1 .. 2 .. 3 .. 4 .. " and jumping right 
back into the groove again. 
It's awesome: an honest must-
have for Ramones fans .. . but you 
gotta play it loud! 
rachel young 
The other extreme being the 
bands I repeatedly skip; The 
Roots, sounding like a poor 
Fishbone imitation. 
And then there's the overplayed, 
but not by me, by ever other 
compilation put out 
this year. That 
to Thurston Moore 
(some would say 
Moore is Sonic 
Youth, and I would 
agree.) 
BUY-PRODUCT 
being White 
Zombie, and ... you 
guessed it! More 
Human than 
Human (The 
Warlord of Mars 
Mega Mix). Must 
be because its so 
damn good, to 
With a few bands 
i ' ve never heard of 
before, but now 
must hear more of. 
Like that dog, a 
mostly girl group outta CA. 
'silently' is from their second 
album. stunning. 
tile elevator drops 
pop bus 
well. 
bad its so damn 
over-played. Ah 
What makes this comp unique is 
it's so damn cheap. There you go. 
joyce robinson 
rarities, bsides S otner stuff 
saran mclaclllan 
nettwerk records 
Beginning with 1988's Touch, Ms. McLachlan has 
spread her wings and allowed many, many 
followers admire her, awed by 
her beautiful feathers. The 
wider she spans her wings, the 
more birdlings she takes in. 
"I'm a fan of music- I'm 
the kind of person who goes 
out and if there's a different 
song on the b-side of a single 
I'll go buy the single for the 
different song. And I know 
that a lot of my fans do the 
same thing. So what I'm 
trying to offer them is most 
of those rarities and strange 
things all on the same disc," 
explains Sarah. 
The tone is set from the very first song, 
Sarah's angry remake of 'Dear God' , originally done 
by XTC in the 80s. 'I Will Remember You' from the 
Brothers McMullen soundtrack follows, although it 
clashes with track 1. 
The rest is a 
combination of remixe 
and live tracks, all of 
which are very special t 
the aficionado. 
And (common to 
Nettwerk CD products) 
CD-ROM track is 
included, featuring the 
video for 'I Will 
Remember You'. There i 
nothing else to the CD-
ROM portion or the disc. 
That is about the only 
disappointing part of the 
entire album. 
rach 
young and modern 
rattled roosters 
bang on/cargo 
They may be young, but modern 
they're not. They want to be 
Elvis-the big E, Elvissey, all 
that.. .. It's just that RR aren't as 
earnest as he was. Their attitude is 
all Rock Star, but at no point do 
they make clear whether they 
merely mock, or sincerely believe. 
RR are supposed to be rockabilly. 
Their songs are frivolous with 
singalong potential. I can recall 
driving annoying songs from my 
jimmy george 
hotel motel 
waxy skin/cargo 
Not strictly Celtic, like the Pegues or Clannad, 
heck, they aren't even from the Maritimes they're 
peddling the reinvented-or revived?- Celtic/Irish 
drinking song genres in this, their second release. 
They even had the foresight to remove any 
confusion as to their motives to title a song 'Token 
Celtic Drinking Song.' And each time I listen to 
Hotel Motel I feel as though I'm transported to an 
Irish pub, a pint of warm Guinness clasped in my 
hand and some drunk from the next table slobbering 
in my ear. Pretty soon that drunk is going to leave, 
the bar's band is a little too punk, a little too 
alternative .... 
head with some of the 
equally annoying songs fro 
this recording. For example, 
'Love is ... a holiday.' "It 
seems to me that every time 
I give my heart away it 
comes back to me a little 
worse for wear, and the 
person I gave it to doesn't 
even care." Swinging 
grooves recycled alia the 
King. 
joyc 
something's 
keeping me 
in the smoky 
joint. Is it the 
band playing 
across the 
room or the 
drunk with th 
lewd 
suggestions? 
I'm not sure, 
maybe I'll figure it out in the next set. Their songs ar 
all fairly consistent. No surprises, fairly energetic, 
selling the sadness of a confirmed alcoholic with 
fiddles, jigs, the blues and all that shit. 
time bomblbmg 
wistful ... disjointed ... schizophrenic .. . 
could be BAD, could be Pure, 
could be David Bowie outta the 
'early 80s, could be ~he Cure, 
couldn't be more interesting than 
the translucent spider with red 
stripes on it's thorax that is 
crawling across the kitchen floor. 
Think I'll see where it goes. This 
"music" is getting on my last heat-
frayed nerves .... 
joyce At this point in the evening I could leave, but k. moore 
jars of clay 
jars of clay 
bmg 
Somewhere there must 
be good Christian Rock, 
it's too bad this isn't it. 
Too bad, because it's 
getting so much airplay. 
Thankgod I've stopped 
listening to radio. 
They must use the 
excuse of"divine 
inspiration" in leui well-
written lyrics. I can't give 
you examples, it hurts my 
artistic soul just thinking about it. 
Aaahh! The pain. 
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one chord to anotner 
sloan 
m urderecords/mca 
Sloan broke up. 
They got back together for a surprise appearance at 
Music West in May, playing a few tracks off their new 
album One Chord to Another. It's not bad, I guess. It's 
certainly not Smeared, and it's far from fabulous . 
Maybe I'm bitter, hurt, misunderstanding, 
unsympathetic. Maybe not. 
Has anyone heard what their current status is? (other 
than confusing for their fans?) 
rachel 
A&E No lyrics, of course. Paint your own picture. I've got mine, git yer 
subliminal sandwich 
meat heat manifesto 
notnimt/interscope 
Meat Beat ~anifesto .... 
trange creature. A hard one to pin 
own. Aurally, a feast of flavours, 
ut ... odd ones. No Western 
uisine here. Strange, unexpected 
stes, like boiling a Bantam 
ooster in Kool-aid and soy sauce, 
lathering w/ molasses, rolling in 
ajun-spiced cotton candy and 
ing in bacon grease and 
hocolate syrup. All relatively 
ormal ingredients, but mixed in 
unusual way - tfiese discs are 
ike anything you've ever eaten. 
d for the most part, purty damn 
tasty, hoss. Disc one is .... . 
aranoid post-apocalyptic 
technodub jungle boogie tattooed 
w/ lyrics lacking literal sense, no 
Heavy Meanings, just as often as 
not 
repeti ti ve>repeti tive>repeti ti ve> 
speech-as-rhy-thm sonic loops: the 
indecipherable Jamaican Patois 
dub rap of 'Nuclear Bomb,' 
sampled and looped and :j:locked:j: 
into a tribal chant, a technodub 
mantra riding over a squared-off 
'60s hipster funk beat that has 
lrHYI™ stamped on it in big ole 
psychedelic letters ... brings to 
mind white patent go-go boots, 
orange-tinted wraparound bugeyes 
and ... 
... smooth phaseshift to funkiest 
backbeat- John Bonham 
loosened up on Wild Turkey and 
goofballs swinging the funk bat 
hard and wide for 'Long Periods of 
Time,' and I could go onandon but 
I won't because my editor has a 
touch of the evil in 'er, don't you 
know, and we must be very careful 
about such things. 
Disc two is soundscape territory. 
Technoid synth musings of a 
mathematical nature give way to 
firecrackle sample and beautifully 
eerie, ethereal strings - a 
moonscape soundtrack, strange 
beauty. Think: Bladerunner. 
Think: Kitaro & Vangelis jamming 
w/ members of Skinny Puppy and 
Nine Inch Nails on the soundtrack 
for a documentary about Ecstasy. 
own. Mastermind Jack Dangers' 
only explicit message turns up in baltimore 
the CD liner notes - more nina Simone 
graphics than notes, really, those 
arty odds and ends: photographic legacy/epic/sony 
slides of strangeness (complete w/ . 
raw edge outside frame of shot and This CD wa.s nearly worn out 
the requisite grease pencil numbers before the review was even 
scrawled under each attempted. 
pic); the inevitable Nina 
Simone-fisheye shots ::and:: I 
almost forgot, the Jazz and 
Blues artist, 
storyteller, 
and beautiful 
Message, the Explicit 
Message: "Buy, Sell, 
Reproduce, Die." Not 
woman-has 
necessarily in that 
order, of course. sung her way 
Another bit of copy into many, 
worth noting is Mr. many hearts 
Dangers ' wry 
exhortation: 
"Important: Play 
twice before 
listening." 
over the 
years. 
The title 
track, 
'Baltimore', 
is one of the 
most 
enjoyable 
songs she has 
ever 
performed. 
And now, the Big Critical 
Judgement (which you may mock 
freely, as you may any of the 
above, please send all scorn and 
ridicule to: El Pretensio, the 
Overblown Nouveau-Boho 
Wannabe, c/o the Other Press). 
The Judgement: Subliminal 
Sandwich is intriguing, 
challenging, satisfying, both 
cerebrally and physically. Far 
better than the type of disc one 
would rather listen to twice before 
playing. 
She croons in 'Music for Lovers' , 
she dances on the sound vibrations 
Richard Cheese 
..... -.... ~-.-.-.-.. - -.·.·,•, -.·.·,-,- -.·.·.·.·, ............. -:-~ 
+ 
in 'The Family', and tops the 
album off with the gospel tune 'If 
You Pray Right'. 
Along with Simone's 
phenomenal voice, musical 
backings including Will Lee and 
Eric Gale shape up an album that 
is well worth a listen, a purchase 
and a keepsake. rachel young 
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Classifieds 
losl and found ---
LOST CALCULUS 
TEXTBOOK by James Stewart, 
3rd Edition. If found please 
contact Matthew at 942-2034, 
between 8-6pm. 
LOST SOMETHING? Post it in 
the OP Classifieds! 
FOUND SOMETHING? Be a 
good samaritan and post it in the 
classifieds! The Other Press, 
room 1020. 
..... ·-
personals 
Maybe some party goers? Put a 
CLASSIFIED up in THE 
OTHER PRESS! 
buy and sell 
486sx/25 AST Computer 
including Built-in Fax, Word 
Processing Packages, CD-Rom, 4 
MB Ram, Cannon BJ 200 Laser 
Printer, Color Monitor. Asking 
$2000.00 call Fran #464-2879. 
NEC Pentium 100 multimedia 
system, 16mb RAM, 850mb 
hard drive, CD-Rom, sound 
card, modem, softwares include 
Windows 95, MS Office, 
AccPac+ and more. Asking 
$1750.00. Retail over $2400.00. 
#581-2099. 
Ford Tempo (1989) 140,000km, 
good condition. Automatic. 
$4400.00 Call Simon 469-1940. 
1984 Tempo 4 Door standard 
accomdalions 
ROOM FOR RENT IN 
COQUITLAM. Bright and 
clean room on 2nd floor, close to . 
bus transits, near the NEW 
Douglas College in PineTree 
Way, can share kitchen and 
washroom, $200/montb, include 
utilities, non-smoker (male/ 
female) without pets preferred, if 
interested, call 945-0398 after 8 
p.m. for Daniel. 
SHARED ACCOMODATION, 
furnished 2 bedroom, 1.5 bath 
condo, located in Mellairdville. 
On bus route, suitable for 
responsible non-smoking female. 
Incl. util., washer/dryer, 
dishwasher, fireplace, cable, 
storage and almost excl. use of a 
computer and printer. $375/ 
month. Phone 657-1567. 
business 
AVON Great Gifts for ALL 
SINGLE LESBIAN FEMALE 
seeking new womyn for casual 
and serious dating fun. I'm a 
playful romantic who's into 
close, intimate, non-sexual 
touching and I'm the new breed 
of lesbian who loves to be both 
butch and femme. Looking for 
same plus someone who is free to 
be humorous, outrageous, wild 
and woolly, physical, wants to be 
fit with "me," philosophical and 
optimistic. If you like what you 
read, find it interesting and want 
to be with me, then reply to Box 
#88. 
red, no rust, runs great, occasions available. Phone: 805-
100400km, $2600 obo #275-6764. 1022. 
GWM, 20 years old, Douglas 
College student seeks friendship 
possibly more. Interests include 
evening walks, reading, 
conversing over tea or coffee. 
Whichever you like. Non-
smoker, social drinker. Reply to 
Alternating Current c/o The 
Other Press. 
LOOKING for new friends, old 
friends, new loves or old ones? 
MOVING SALE. One double 
bed, mattress and boxspring, 
black headboard, bed frame, 
excellent condition, original 
price - $1300.00, now - $880.00. 
One Cot, excellent condition, 
original price- $145.00, now-
$90.00. Phone Barb at 527-3894. 
Computer for sale, excellent for 
a new computer user, 386sx CPU 
(upgradable), vga monitor, dot 
matrix printer, approximately 6 
years old, $1,000.00, contact 
Mary at 733-7642 or 527-5078. 
SAY YOU SAW IT IN THE 
OTHER PRESS! 
~· 
Experienced Tutor Available 
Evenings and Weekends 
For a mere $20/hour, I can help you with: 
• Accounting Theory 
• Problems 
• Exam Preparation 
• Financial and Cost Accounting 
CGA with 8 years 
experience in public 
practice and compliance 
auditing available for 
tutoring. I was a top 
student in my class at 
College and passed all 
my CGA exams on the 
first write. 
Get Better Grodes 
Call Today! 
521-3894 
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STUDENT COMPUTER 
SALES. Pentium 75 systems for 
$1500.00, Pentium 100 for 
$1600.00, Pentium 120 for 
$1700.00, Pentium 133 for 
$1800.00 or UPGRADE 
COMPUTERS. 2 years 
warranty on parts & 3 years on 
labour. For more information, 
call279-1866 or fax 279-1867, 
contact Leeanna Tso, Wes-Micro 
Electronic. 
EVER WANTED TO MODEL 
FOR FUN? Ever wish you bad a 
decent photograph of yourself? 
Well, you're in luck. Eric, the 
Photo Co. for The Other Press, 
wants you. No Fees! Just your 
time. Male/Female, long, short, 
skinny or fat, clothed, nude or 
otherwise. Drop a note in my 
mailbox at The Other Press 
room 1020 or phone 524-1454. 
You'll be glad you did it next 
millennium. 
THINK THE SALESPERSON 
IS RIPPING YOU OFF? Well 
they probably are! Beat the 
salesperson! The Other Press' 
Michael Pierre aka The Phoenix, 
is here to help you! I specialize 
in IBM compatible comptuers 
and minor in Applice Macintosh 
platforms. Leave a message in 
my mailbox at The Other Press 
or use your e-mail and send to 
opsysop@siwash.bc.ca. 
COMPUTER PROBLEMS? 
The Phoenix is back to help you 
once again! I even use Windows 
95 at home so I know the 
problems! Mfordable prices! 
Leave a message in my mailbox 
at The Other Press, room 1020, 
or use your e-mail and send to 
opsysop@siwash.bc.ca. 
exercise/ sporls ----
TAl CHI CLASSES start June 
14th. Small group classes are 
held in the morning, afternoon 
and evening throughout the 
lower mainland. No experience 
necessary. I have 23 years of 
experience teaching Tai Chi, 
Yoga and Meditation. Call 
Wayne at 438-9494 for more 
information. 
Want to practise a great sport? 
Join the JUDO CLUB. Practices 
are Tuesday 7:30pm to 10pm, 
Thursday 7:30pm to 10pm and 
Saturday 2pm to 4pm. Room 
1313. 1 week free trial. $60 for 
3 months or $25 per month . 
lulorinB 
Need help in conversations and 
pronunciation? ESL 
TUTORING is available on 
evenings and weekends in New 
Westminster (near the Columbia 
Skytrain Station). Individual 
and Group sessions and I have 
flexible rates. Call Rick Orser at 
525-3851. 
JAPANESE TUTOR (native 
Japanese), twice a week course 
(8 times/month), each 1.5 hours, 
fee (incl. textbook) $240.00. 
Once a week course (4 times/ 
month), each 2 hours, fee (incl. 
textbook) $180.00. For beginner, 
intermediate and advanced. 
Phone: 737-2729. 
volunleers and public 
service announcements 
WOMEN VOLUNTEERS 
NEEDED. Vancouver Rape 
Relief & Women's Shelter needs 
women who are interested in 
volunteering for our: 24 Hour 
Crisis Line, Transition House for 
Women & their Children. 
Training sessions Tuesday 
Evenings. For more information 
and for a training interview. 
BURNABY VOLUNTEER 
CENTRE Public Service 
Announcement. 
INTERVIEWER: senior's home 
is looking for interviewers to 
assist with the intake of new 
volunteers. Some interview 
experience and familiarity with 
the voluntary sector is an asset. 
ARTS & CRAFTS: Burnaby 
Sunday school is looking for a 
volunteer to assist the teacher 
with arts and crafts instruction. 
If you like working with children 
and enjoy working on arts and 
crafts projects, you can get 
involved! RECREATION: 
Community centre is needs 
volunteers to help with a coffee 
house program. Assist with the 
set-up of the program and spend 
time talking to the participants. 
Great way to meet community 
members! PNE BOOTH: Be at 
the one and only PNE and give 
out information on caring for 
animals. If you enjoy talking 'to 
children and care about animals, 
you can participate. Shifts are 
available August 17 - September 
22, flexible times. 
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FACILITATOR: Assist in 
providing support to families 
whose first language is not 
English and who have children 
with disabilities. Volunteers 
facilitate one-on-one support or 
assist with a family group. 
Extensive training provided. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
on these or other volunteer 
opportunities, please contact the 
Burnaby Volunteer Centre at 
294-5533. 
BURNABY VILLIAGE 
MUSEUM Public Service 
Announcement. Family 
Activities this summer at 
Burnaby's Heritage Village and 
Carousel. Event: Leap back in 
time. Mingle with the townsfolk 
and make-believe you're living 
in the 1920's. Ride the lower 
mainland's only vintage 
carousel. Make your own 
headline news at the printering 
shop. Participate in our artifact 
"treasure hunts" or rediscover 
silent film comedy in our village 
theatre. Familes will enjoy these 
and many other daily activies at 
the Burnaby Village Museum. 
Dates: August 1st- September 
2nd 1996 *Fall house begin 
September 3rd. Times: Open 
daily 10:10am- 4:30pm. Where: 
Burnaby Village Museum, 6501 
Deer Late Avenue (cornter of 
Canada Way and Sperling), 
Burnaby, B.C. FOR FURTHER 
INFORMATION on daily 
scheduled events, admission 
rates and special group prices, 
please call 293-6500 or 293-6501. 
jobs 
NO JOBS THIS WEEK? Well 
there are, but I didn't get ALL of 
them. 
Term project? Thesis? Medical 
records? Legal reports? Type 
setting, editing and transcription 
by experience editor (Msc in 
Pharmacology) Diskette or hard 
copy (printed at 600 dpi) Call 
Maxine at 444-4690. 
LOOKING FOR A JOB? 
Advertise in the OP! Room 
1020. 
Instant Sleep 
Dedicated to Frances Farmer. Radical and feminist, actress and critic of Hollywood, she 
was judged to be-insane and spent more than twenty years of her life being tortured in 
psychiatric care. Today it is widely accepted that she was the victim of political 
persecution. 
Prayer to Saint Frances of Seattle 
... to preserve me from every defilement of soul and body ... 
Prayer to Saint Joseph 
Blessed Saint Frances of Seattle, Bless for us the artist and the radical 
And protect us from red-faced men and the American Vigilantes in 
Bless us when we walk through white-walled prisons of sickness 
And protect us from the pills, that our minds not become slowed 
Bless for us the sixteen year old femme fatale who writes of howi'J\.~v. ,.u 
And protect us from torrents of word and water, flushing pain 
Bless the schizoid, the idiot, the prophet and the dreamer 
And protects us from normality. 
Bless for us the alcoholic, and the addict 
And protect us from escaping pain inflicted by others by inflicting 
Bless for us all the new Garbos 
And protect us from the rapists, that our bodies . 
Bless for us the homos, and the spirited 
And protect us from the surgeon and 
love. 
Bless for us your woman friend, 
And protect us from the 11\0thers, 
Bless for us the writers, who 
• And protect us from tiny dark ro4mi.~kb<>t 
Blessed Saint Frances, protector a~q~~t 
who shares with us the lethargy of 
the terror of a reassuring smile, 
protect us from men in white coats 
and protect us from 
I want to close my eyes and see the back of my head from the inside. 
a twisted kind of thing, but I wonder what is really in there. 
where do dreams come into sleeping 
what ether do they evaporate to 
when eye wake to the sleepy still dawn-
what substance contained between reality and 
imagined? 
landfill for the cell. 
The sharp, then aggravating, pain involved with 
a speck meeting scelera at sixty k, is a relief 
compared to this agony, slow, and subtle, and dragging. 
that is all there is 
by J. Robinson 
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Recreation 
Life, the Universe and Everything 
by Trent Ernst 
Near my house the Fraser River 
flows by, it's brown toxic waters 
sluggishly crawling the last few 
kilometres on a 1200 kilometre 
journey to the Pacific Ocean. This 
is the Fraser I'm used to. This is 
the Fraser I see every day. It is 
with much anticipation that I look 
forward to a trip that will take me 
within 50 kilometres of the Fraser 
headwaters. 
It weaves in and out of the trip 
like a dfeam, sometimes it is close 
and intimate, sometimes it is 
distant and invisible. But always 
the river flows on through the BC 
landscape. 
The journey up the river takes us 
through a cross-section ofBC's 
diverse regions , from the coastal 
rainforests to the arid interior and 
into the formidable Rockies. The 
weather reflects this diversity as 
well. On our way to Mt. Robson 
Provincial Park we pass through 
sun, wind and an audacious 
mountain rain storm that threatens 
to wash us off the road. 
An observation 
If you think gas prices in 
Vancouver are outrageous, you're 
right. Gas was 2¢/litre cheaper at 
Hope and by the time you reached 
Kelowna it was down 4¢/litre. 
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Even in Nowheresville, Northern 
BC, petrol was still a few pennies 
cheaper than Vancouver. 
Another observation 
It's easy to spot the wild animals 
in the BC wilderness. Just look for 
the crowds of tourists. 
A final observation 
You know you're getting up into 
redneck country when the dirty 
magazines move out from behind 
the counter and onto the magazine 
racks. At the gas station in 
Valemont nearly half the titles are 
girlie mags. Valemont is the last 
stop before Mt. Robson. 
We arrive at Mt. Robson late in 
the evening, at the cusp of near-
dark and completely dark. We 
round a comer and there's nothing 
but a wall of rock, towering up 
into the sky. My companion looks 
up from the map and swears softly 
at the size of it. Then the 
headlights go out and we are 
plunged into panic. (I love my car, 
but Lord, does it have some major 
character flaws.) 
It is completely dark by the time 
we find a camping spot and we set 
up our tent, eat supper and crash as 
quickly as we can. 
The next day brings clouds and a 
little bit of rain. We spend the 
morning reorganizing our 
campsite. $14.50 seems a little 
steep, for a campsite, but the price 
includes firewood, showers and a 
really nice tent pad. The afternoon 
is spent hiking around, including a 
short (90 minute) hike to Overland 
Falls, a three metre cascade that 
makes up for it's lack of height in 
volume. 
Overlander Falls wouldn't be 
that impressive if it weren't on the 
Fraser River. Here it is 
umecognizable from the lethargic 
sludge that flows through 
Vancouver. Here the river is young 
and strong and powerful. The 
water flows clean and green and 
white, surging with an angry 
intensity. 
The falls were names for a group 
of adventurers who set out across 
Canada by land, bound for 
Klondike gold fields. In the days 
befort< rail, the trip was long and 
arduous; and by the time these 
explorers reached the BC interior 
they weren't interested in gold. 
They were so uninterested, in fact, 
that many turned around and went 
back home. 
Now that's irony! 
The hike to Berg Lake is a 
monumental day hike around the 
base of Robson, 22 km one way. 
Better to split the difference and 
take a day or two to explore the 
area. (The first intrepid explorer 
we passed said he had been out for 
a week.) 
Camping on the trail is $3/ 
person/night, but, unfortunately, 
we did not bring an overnight 
pack. Unfortunately, too, that it 
was raining. By the time we 
reached the halfway point we were 
soaked. Fortunately the Mt. 
Robson wilderness is not totally 
wild and there was a small chalet 
and a roaring fire awaiting us. By 
the time we had dried out, it was 
too late in the day to continue 
safely, so we set out for home. 
This is not to imply that the hike 
was not worthwhile. Far from it! 
Berg Lake is the icing (literally; it 
is so named because of the 
icebergs that are constantly 
breaking off Berg Glacier) on an 
already spectacular trip. Besides 
the many vistas of Robson 
(admittedly obscured on this day 
by rainclouds), our hike took us 
along the raging Robson River (a 
major tributary of the Fraser; all 
rivers, it seems, lead to home) past 
the spectacular Kiney Lake (no 
icebergs, but clear, cold water and 
enough photo opportunities and 
angles to fill many a travel 
brochure) across an alluvial fan 
(not overly pretty, but 
scientifically fascinating) and into 
the valley of a thousand falls, the 
crowning glory of which is 
Emperor Falls. 
Out in the Robson back country 
I witness hundreds of corning of 
age rituals and rites of passage. 
Fathers and sons, mothers and 
daughters, parents and children, 
husbands and wives and even 
lovers, out communing with 
nature, with each other and with 
themselves. I feel a moment of 
jealousy and regret when I see 
father and '!ion setting up camp 
together when I never had. My 
father was absent most of my 
childhood. My mother tried, God 
bless her, but her idea of roughing 
it is KOA and a trailer. 
But then when you look at it, I 
suppose this was a sort of personal 
rite of passage, a moment to get in 
touch with myself and my 
surroundings. It's so easy to get 
caught up in the back and forth of 
the day to day that life begins to 
seem two-dimensional. There, in 
the shadow of Robson I 
remembered the third. 
